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Abstract
Cloud computing is a novel platform which affords users the opportunity to exploit the
best that Information Technology (IT) infrastructure, platforms and software offer at a
fraction of the cost to acquire such resources. Cloud computing has three delivery
models, firstly, Infrastructure as a Service, secondly, Platform as a Service, and lastly,
Software as a Service. Furthermore, cloud computing has four basic deployment
models, namely, public, private, community and hybrid clouds. With all the opportunities
presented by cloud computing as a business process, there are nonetheless potential
risks associated with the process, especially in the area of security. The aim of this
paper is to determine whether or not it is secure for businesses to utilise the services of
cloud computing as part of their daily operations to meet the needs of their customers
and to ultimately achieve their business objectives. Evidence was gathered through a
detailed content analysis of existing research on the subject of cloud computing and
cloud security. The paper concludes that with adequate security controls in place, cloud
computing is a secure and efficient platform for businesses to utilise for their daily
operations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1.

Introduction

As times are changing and technology advances, the manner in which businesses strive
to meet the needs of their customers also changes (Hugos & Hulitzky, 2010: 155).
Keeping up with progress and development in the information age has been a defining
factor in the success or failure of many organisations (Hugos & Hulitzky, 2010: 166).
According to Hwang, Fox and Dongarra (2012: 4), from 1950 to 1970, mainframes, IBM
360 and CDC 6400 were built to satisfy the demands of large businesses and
government organisations. This implies that the core activities of a business should not
follow technology; technology should follow core business activities and be seen as an
enabler in meeting the needs of customers and business objectives. This is supported
by Hugos and Hulitzky (2010: 101) who state that “Business processes powered by
technology generate revenue and profits”.

Businesses relying on IT to serve the needs of their customers must ensure that the
best systems are utilised to remain relevant or to have an edge over their competitors
(Hurwitz, Bloor, Kaufman & Halper, 2009: 7). Utilising the latest technology can be
expensive or, at times, impossible. In such instances, businesses may consider the use
of cloud computing as an alternative to a traditional in-house IT function.

Cloud computing gives businesses access to IT infrastructure that may include
components such as database, application or any computer resource that may be
useful for daily operations (Miller, 2009: 9). This can reduce expenses associated with
sourcing and using the latest systems through an in-house IT department. Cloud
computing is a way of deploying IT to enable users to work on, store and share
information through the internet anywhere in the world (Wang, Ranjan, Chen &
Benatallah, 2012: 3). Cloud computing allows businesses to focus resources on their
core activities and thus maximise profits for shareholders and meet other business
objectives (Hugos & Hulitzky, 2010: 159).
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Cloud computing presents security threats as much as a traditional in-house IT function
(Speed, 2011; Hausman, Cook & Sampaio, 2013: 177). Therefore, cloud computing
should not be seen as a simple transferral of risks associated with operating one’s own
IT function over to cloud service providers, since new security and privacy concerns
may arise (Marinescu, 2013: 274). Cloud computing should be seen as a strategy for
minimising investment in IT infrastructure and allowing an organisation to focus on its
core activities (Chee & Franklin Jr, 2010: 92; Speed, 2011: 17).

A medical aid company or a bank, for example, which is considering the use of cloud
computing services, will need to consider security measures to ensure the
confidentiality and integrity of the records of their clients. A thorough risk assessment
exercise is critical before making a final decision to utilise cloud computing. As per
research conducted by analyst firm Gartner, there are certain security issues that cloud
customers need to assess (Kaur & Kaushal, 2011: 4–5). “Smart customers will ask
tough questions and consider getting a security assessment from a neutral third party
before committing to a cloud vendor” (Brodkin, 2008: 2).

1.2.

Background of the study

Cloud computing is not a new concept in the IT environment as its roots can be traced
back forty years (Winkler, 2011: 10). It is a concept that has evolved over time and has
recently gained momentum as it is now more widely used than it was in the past.
According to Wang et al. (2012: 5), “the first generation of cloud computing which
evolved along with the ‘Internet Era’ was mainly intended for e-business. The current
generation of cloud service has now progressed several steps to include IT as a service
which can be thought of as a ‘consumerized internet service”.

With development, progress and innovation in technology, there are new risks that
emerge. Such risks need to be explored and controls developed and implemented to
minimise such risks (Hausman, Cook & Sampaio, 2013: 177–178). Along with the
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benefits presented by cloud computing, one of these being investment in first class
infrastructure by cloud service providers, there are also security risks linked to the cloud
environment which need to be considered. Some of these risks may stem from legal
compliance with the laws governing the geographic areas in which organisations
operate (Winkler, 2011: 74).

This study explores the risks pertaining to the use of cloud computing as part of
business operations and determines the saftey of such services in meeting the needs of
customers and, as a result, those of the business.

1.3.

Research problem, questions and objectives

1.3.1. Research problem

Although there are numerous benefits derived from cloud computing, cloud users face
numerous risks that should be maintained at an acceptable level to maintain
confidentiality, integrity and availability of data for daily business operations (McDonald,
2010: 43). Although risks associated with an in-house IT function are not transferred to
the cloud service provider, there are nonetheless security risks which may arise from
cloud computing in daily business operations (Chee & Franklin Jr, 2010: 167). It is
important for cloud customers to conduct a thorough risk assessment to ensure that the
cloud will meet their security requirements.
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1.3.2. Research questions

The purpose of this study is to determine how safe it is for businesses to utilise the
services of cloud computing in their daily operations in order to meet the needs of their
customers, and ultimately, to achieve their business objectives. This was determined by
answering the following research questions:


What security risks are presented or intensified by the use of cloud computing for
businesses?



Can the safety and security of the cloud computing environment be
independently evaluated to provide acceptable levels of assurance to
organisations utilising cloud computing services?



How safe is the use of cloud computing in the daily operation of businesses?

1.3.3. Research objectives

The evidence gathered in this study made it possible to answer the research questions
stated in Section 1.3.2 above and to meet the following research objectives:


Determine the security risks prevalent in the cloud computing environment;



Determine the possibility of independent evaluation of the cloud environment to
provide assurance on its security; and



Establish whether it is safe for organisations to use the services of cloud
computing providers in their daily operations in order to meet the needs of their
customers.

1.4.

Research methodology

A literature review on the security of cloud computing was performed. The review was
conducted to understand the nature of cloud computing and current security issues and
to determine security measures to minimise or mitigate those security risks.
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Section 1.5 below examines the approach adopted to answer the research questions in
order to meet the objectives. The time horizon, data collection and analysis methods as
well as the manner in which ethics were dealt with in conducting the research were
covered as part of this chapter. The interpretation and presentation of findings was also
considered.

The research methodology in this study was a content analysis of secondary data in the
field of cloud computing, and more specifically, cloud computing security. Secondary
data is defined as data which has already been collected by others (Battacharyya, 2006:
52). Qualitative techniques for data collection and analysis were employed. A qualitative
technique “is used predominantly as a synonym for any data collection technique (such
as an interview) or data analysis procedures that generate or use non-numerical data”
(Newman & Benz, 1998: 9; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009: 151). In answering the
research questions and meeting the research objectives, non-numerical and slight
numerical data were used to analyse the current state of security in the cloud
environment.

1.5.

Research approach

A content analysis of literature between 2006 and 2015 was conducted to determine
how secure it is for businesses to use cloud computing in their daily operations to meet
the needs of customers, and ultimately, to achieve their business objectives.

Literature was reviewed, analysed and split into Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, as described
in Sections 1.10.2 and 1.10.3. The first two research questions and objectives were
answered in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 outlines conclusions on the last research question
and objective.
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1.6.

Time horizon

Research can be conducted over a period of time or at a particular point in time
(Kothari, 2004: 4; Sachdeva, 2009: 12). When conducted over a period of time, it is
known as longitudinal. When conducted at a particular point in time, it is known as
cross-sectional (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill, 2009: 155).

Given the rapid changes within the IT environment, this study was conducted at a
particular point in time (based on literature collected between 2006 and 2015) to
eliminate the risks presented by time. This approach was appropriate given the time
constraints in which this research project had to be conducted.

1.7.

Ethics of the research design

The work of others was not subjected to misuse and credit was given where it was due
through the use of an acceptable referencing style. Permission was obtained, ethically,
wherever the need arose to request such permission in the process of conducting the
research.

1.8.

Methods of data collection and analysis

According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2009: 151), there are different research
methods that can be used when conducting research. These are dependent on factors
such as the underlying research assumptions, the purpose of the study, the research
strategy to be adopted, resources required as well as the time horizon of the research.

In addition to the content analysis of literature, this research project was also a
combination of an exploratory and a descriptive study. An exploratory study is an
evaluation which seeks new insights, which asks questions and assesses a subject in a
new light (Sachdeva, 2009: 14). Exploring can be seen as an engine of discovery and is
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important when one wishes to obtain an understanding of a problem (Kothari, 2004: 4).
A descriptive study, on the other hand, aims to portray an accurate profile of a person,
event or situation (Battacharyya, 2006: 14).

The exploratory part of this study was used to determine how safe it is for businesses to
use cloud computing in their daily operations in order to meet the needs of customers,
and ultimately, to achieve their business objectives. According to Saunders, Lewis and
Thornhill (2009: 140) and Sachdeva (2009: 14), there are three principal ways to
conduct exploratory research: through a search of literature, by interviewing subject
matter experts or by conducting focus group interviews. This study explored literature
and content analysis of the existing body of knowledge (secondary data) in considering
the research problem.

1.9.

Interpretation and presentation of findings

Based on the content analysis of the literature, the impact of cloud computing on the
security of business operations is discussed in Chapter 3 in an attempt to answer the
research questions and research objectives mentioned in Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3
above.

1.10. Outline of chapters

Outlined below is a list of chapters and information covered in each chapter.

1.10.1.

Chapter 1: Introduction

This chapter introduces the background of the study and the research problem, i.e. the
safety of cloud computing when utilised by businesses in carrying out their daily
operations to meet the needs of customers. The research problem is further broken
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down into research questions and research objectives. The research methodology and
approach are also covered in this chapter.

1.10.2.

Chapter

2:

Cloud

computing

definition,

explanation

and

understanding of this concept

This chapter focuses on the body of knowledge that already exists in the field of cloud
computing and safety and security measures. The following is covered:


Nature of cloud computing and its definition;



Characteristics of cloud computing;



Delivery and deployment models of cloud computing;



Benefits and disadvantages of using cloud computing; and



Compliance and regulations on data privacy versus security on the cloud.

1.10.3.

Chapter 3: The impact of cloud computing on the security of

business operations

This chapter examines the impact of cloud computing on the security of business
operations. Literature is reviewed and analysed according to the research methods
explained in Section 1.8 in order to determine whether cloud computing is a secure
platform for business operations. The following is covered in Chapter 3:


Security responsibility;



Risk assessment prior to migrating to the cloud environment;



Security standards governing/applicable to the cloud;



Security issues unique or prevalent in the cloud environment;



Control measures that can be employed to mitigate security issues;



Independent evaluation of cloud computing security; and



Past security incidents related to cloud computing.
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1.10.4.

Chapter 4: Conclusion

The conclusion of the research project is discussed in this chapter. A summary of the
research is provided to establish whether cloud computing is a safe platform in
conducting business or not.

1.11. Conclusion

As times are changing, businesses are adopting new ways of serving the needs of their
customers at minimum cost while maximising profits and meeting their business
objectives. Alongside the benefits that can be derived from cloud computing services,
there are also associated risks which need to be taken into consideration. This may
involve conducting an assessment and implementing mitigating strategies to reduce
such risks.
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Chapter 2: Cloud computing definition, explanation and understanding of this
concept
2.1.

Introduction to the literature review

IT managers need to ensure that users relying on IT to serve the needs of customers
have the necessary tools and hardware to perform their work to satisfactory levels. This
involves regular updates of computer resources for existing users and the installation of
adequate tools for new users. It also means ensuring that users have the required tools
and that licenses are valid. In modern times where high reliance is placed on IT for
survival, it can be expensive to keep up with new systems and technological
advancements. Expenses linked to IT could affect the profitability of a business given
that investments in IT resources may be required on a daily basis to ensure optimal
performance (Chee & Franklin Jr, 2010: 92; Marks & Lozano, 2010: 72). Taking these
factors into account, many businesses are left with no option but to consider alternatives
such as cloud computing because of its cost and flexibility (Wang, Qu & Sheng, 2013:
350).

The purpose of this study is to determine how secure it is for businesses to utilise the
services of cloud computing in their daily operations to meet the needs of customers,
and ultimately, to achieve their business objectives. The purpose of this study is all the
more relevant given that the slow adoption of the cloud by businesses is driven by fears
of inadequate security (Wang et al., 2012: 42; Raj, 2013: 357).

In this chapter, the existing body of knowledge on the subject of cloud computing
security is reviewed in detail. Chapter 3 will focus on the impact of cloud computing on
the security of business operations based on observations made in the literature review.
Topics covered as part of the literature review in this chapter include:


Definition of cloud computing;



Characteristics of cloud computing;



Delivery and deployment models;
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Benefits and disadvantages of cloud computing; and



Compliance and regulations.

In the section below, the concept of cloud computing is explored in detail. Various
definitions of cloud computing from different sources are considered and documented.

2.2.

Definition of cloud computing

Cloud computing can be defined as “an IT model or computing environment composed
of IT components (hardware, software, networking and services) as well as the
processes around the deployment of these elements that together enable us to develop
and deliver cloud services via the internet or private network” (Winkler, 2011: 2).

Furthermore, cloud computing is defined in the book Cloud Computing for Dummies as
“a set of hardware, network storage, services and interfaces that enable the delivery of
computing as a service” (Hurwitz et al., 2009: 7).
According to the ISACA Journal, Cloud Computing: An Auditor’s Perspective (2009: 11),
“cloud computing is performing computing tasks via a network connection while
remaining isolated from the complex computing hardware and networking infrastructure
that supports it. Cloud computing relies on virtualization technology to offer each
subscriber one or more individual virtual instances”.

Above the Clouds: A Berkeley View of Cloud Computing states that cloud computing
includes application software delivered as services over the internet and the hardware
and systems software in the datacentres that facilitate these services (Armbrust, Fox,
Griffith, Joseph, Katz, Konwinski, Lee, Patterson, Rabkin, Stoica & Zaharia, 2009: 4).
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According to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (2014) , cloud
computing is a model which enables convenient, on-demand network access to a
shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g. networks, servers, storage,
applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction.

Cloud computing has multiple definitions due to the fact that it can be used in various
application scenarios (Qian, Luo, Du & Guo, 2009: 626). It is important to note that
currently, there is no single cloud computing definition that is used universally. There
are different definitions which are representations of various industries and academia
(Li, Tian, Wei, & Sun, 2012: 1).

An example of the concept of cloud computing is provided by Google, Amazon and
Microsoft. Google cloud consists of large servers that can be accessed by the public
through personal computers. Although Google cloud is private as is owned by Google, it
is accessible to Google users and the public at large (Bai & Policarpio, 2011: 389).
Amazon (Amazon Simple Storage and Amazon Compute Cloud) provides cloud
services to cloud customers through Virtual Machines (VMs), extra Central Processing
Unit (CPU) cycles and storage services (Bai & Policarpio, 2011: 389; Carlin & Curran,
2011: 14). Microsoft provides cloud services in the form of Windows applications,
datacentres and database services (Bai & Policarpio, 2011: 389).

Another example of cloud computing is the transferring of large files using services such
as those provided by Dropbox (Munyaka, Noviansyah, Goel, Yenchik & Durham, 2012:
15–16). This service is also open to the public where large files can be stored on virtual
storage and accessed or shared with other users anywhere in the world (Chee &
Franklin Jr, 2010: 18).

However, storing files on virtual storage and sharing them with others can present
security risks. This raises questions relating to the safety of cloud computing and what
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security measures can be applied to mitigate such risks or reduce them to an
acceptable level.

Currently, many companies considering cloud computing are running test cloud projects
for straightforward IT services. According to ISACA, Cloud Computing as an Integral
Part of a Modern IT Strategy (2012: 1), these projects indicate that there are challenges
in the area of data security and compliance.

Cloud computing has evolved gradually over time, beginning in 1960 when John
McCarthy stated that “computation may someday be organized as a public utility”
(Wang et al., 2012: 5). According to Armbrust et al., (2009: 2), “Cloud Computing is a
new term for a long-held dream of computing as a utility, which has recently emerged as
a commercial reality”. Previous research on virtualisation, utility computing and grid
computing suggests that the concept of cloud computing is not new per se; however,
there are distinctive characteristics which separate cloud computing from virtualisation,
utility computing and grid computing (Gong, Liu, Zhang, Chen & Gong, 2010: 279).
These characteristics of cloud computing are examined in Section 2.3 below.

2.3.

Characteristics of cloud computing

According to NIST, there are five characteristics that define the nature of cloud
computing. These characteristics are listed below.

2.3.1. On-demand self-service

Cloud users can order cloud services without face-to-face interaction with cloud
providers (Sabharwal & Wali, 2013: 2; Rountree & Castrillo, 2014: 3). They can order a
service which adequately meets their needs through web portals and management
interfaces (Chen, Paxson & Katz, 2010: 4; Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 52).
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2.3.2. Broad network access

Cloud computing is accessed via a network, commonly through the internet, utilising
standard mechanisms and protocols (Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 52).

2.3.3. Resource pooling

Cloud services are provided to cloud customers using a homogeneous infrastructure
shared by users (Chen, Paxson & Katz, 2010: 4; Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker,
2011: 52). Resource pooling is achieved using virtualisation (Rountree & Castrillo, 2014:
5). It allows the cloud service provider to invest in the best technology and provide
concentrated expertise in areas such as security (Sabharwal & Wali, 2013: 3). This is
often referred to as economies of scale (Hurwitz et al., 2009: 11; Rountree & Castrillo,
2014: 12–13).

2.3.4. Rapid elasticity

Based on their needs at any point in time, cloud customers may increase or decrease
the cloud services they require (Chen, Paxson & Katz, 2010: 4; Grobauer, Walloschek &
Stöcker, 2011: 52). This is important in instances (often over years after building IT
infrastructure) where greater system resources are required as the business grows. To
meet the needs of increased system performance, cloud users may scale up the
services received from providers (Sabharwal & Wali, 2013: 3; Rountree & Castrillo,
2014: 5).
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2.3.5. Measured service

Linked to rapid elasticity, cloud services can be measured, thus allowing cloud users to
determine whether services obtained are being used optimally or if there is a need to
scale down. This also supports the pay-as-you-go business model for cloud users
(Chen, Paxson & Katz, 2010: 4; Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 52).

Section 2.4 below provides a detailed discussion of the various delivery models of cloud
computing services.

2.4.

Delivery models

There are three delivery models within cloud computing (Hwang, Fox & Dongarra, 2012:
200). These models are:


Infrastructure as a Service;



Platform as a Service; and



Software as a Service.

2.4.1. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

In IaaS, the cloud service provider supplies cloud users with virtualised infrastructure
and storage to enable the running and development of applications (Takabi, Joshi &
Ahn, 2010: 25). The cloud user is provided with services such as hardware, datacentre
space, network and storage (Smooth & Tan, 2013: 10). The cloud user does not control
or manage the functionality of the infrastructure obtained from the cloud provider
(Hurwitz et al., 2009: 21). This service allows businesses to use the latest technology
without up-front investment in such technology (Sabharwal & Wali, 2013: 5). Users also
utilise services according to their needs.
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2.4.2. Platform as a Service (PaaS)

In PaaS, the cloud provider supplies the platform or programming environment that can
be used to develop applications and services over the internet (Bai & Policarpio, 2011:
390; Smooth & Tan, 2013: 10). Cloud users can build any application to meet their
needs in this environment. Well-known PaaS providers include Google and Microsoft
Azure (Kaur & Kaushal, 2011: 106). According to NIST (2009: 22), “PaaS is the ability to
provide a computing environment and the related development and deployment stack
needed to deliver a solution to the consuming customer”.

2.4.3. Software as a Service (SaaS)

In SaaS, the cloud provider supplies applications that may be useful to cloud users
(Hwang, Fox & Dongarra, 2012: 205). These services are provided on-demand to
customers (Takabi, Joshi & Ahn, 2010: 25). In SaaS, cloud customers do not need to
make significant up-front investments in servers and software licences. The costs for
cloud providers are considerably lower as they provide and maintain a single application
to multiple users (Kaur & Kaushal, 2011: 105). Examples of SaaS include Google docs
and the Microsoft online version of Office known as BPOS (Business Productivity Online
Standard Suite) (Kaur & Kaushal, 2011: 105) or the latest version, Office 365.

Each of the delivery models can be deployed for cloud users based on four deployment
models (Winkler, 2011: 40) which are examined in Section 2.5 below.

2.5.

Deployment models

In the cloud environment there are four deployment models. These include public,
private, community and hybrid cloud (Zissis & Lekkas, 2012: 584). These deployment
models are explained in the following sections.
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2.5.1. Public cloud

In public cloud, the provider can supply services from anywhere in the world to any
cloud user (Sabharwal & Wali, 2013: 6). Cloud users have no control over the location
of the computer infrastructure (Kaur & Kaushal, 2011: 105).

2.5.2. Private cloud

Private cloud is usually dedicated to one organisation (Sabharwal & Wali, 2013: 6).
There are no other parties that share the service except those from the given
organisation (or from different business units of the same organisation). It can be set up
and managed by the organisation itself or by a third party (Ruhse, 2012: 6). It may exist
on or off the premises of the business (Mell & Grance, 2011: 3).

2.5.3. Community cloud

This cloud service is shared by cloud users with communal concerns (Sabharwal &
Wali, 2013: 6). It can be managed by the community of organisations or by a third party
service provider. It may be hosted on the premises of one of the organisations or from
an off-site location (Zissis & Lekkas, 2012: 584).

2.5.4. Hybrid cloud

Hybrid cloud is composed of two or more deployment models (private, public and
community). Infrastructure in a hybrid cloud remains unique entities linked by
standardised technology that enables data and application portability (Mell & Grance,
2011: 3).

With all the benefits presented by cloud computing, the purpose of this study is to
examine security measures within the cloud environment to determine the safety of
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cloud computing in the daily operations of businesses. The advantages and
disadvantages of cloud computing are discussed in the section below.

2.6.

Benefits of cloud computing

As much as there are numerous concerns surrounding cloud computing, specifically in
relation to security, there are also many benefits that can be derived from the use of
cloud computing. Firstly, users are not tied to a single workstation as they can use any
computer anywhere in the world to conduct their daily activities (Miller, 2009: 27). For
example, any user can access Gmail from anywhere in the world to retrieve e-mails or
Google drive to retrieve documents.

Secondly, cloud computing allows collaborations between a group of people who might
be working on the same project yet located in various parts of the world (Liu, 2012:
1216). Users working on the same document may use Dropbox for collaboration. This
improves productivity, saves time and increases profitability for businesses.

The third benefit of cloud computing is that it allows organisations to focus on their core
business while using the latest first class technology to conduct business and serve the
needs of their customers (Miller, 2009: 27; Carlin & Curran, 2011: 18). It provides
organisations with technology that might otherwise not have been affordable to them
(Kaufman, 2009: 2). In addition, cloud computing keeps software and servers up to date
(Carlin & Curran, 2011: 18).

The fourth benefit of cloud computing is its scalability (Wang et al., 2012: 4). Should
more resources be required to handle increased load, more hardware can be added to
improve system performance and capacity (Marston, Li, Bandyopadhyay, Zhang &
Ghalsasi, 2011: 2; Liu, 2012: 1216). Should the cloud user require less performance
than previously required, services may be scaled down. Cloud services are thus
provided as needed by the cloud user. Users are also allowed increased storage
according to their needs (Carlin & Curran, 2011: 18).
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Lastly, cloud computing is cost-effective and allows flexibility in infrastructure (Winkler,
2011: 24; Wang et al., 2012: 4). If a customer is not satisfied with the technology,
service or cost of one cloud provider, it is a simple process to switch to another provider
(Carlin & Curran, 2011: 18; Ruhse, 2012: 6). It is cost-effective because it allows
organisations to focus on their returns and investments in other parts of the business
while receiving the same level of IT support at a fraction of the cost when compared to
operating an in-house IT function (Kaufman, 2009: 2). Cloud computing also allows
small businesses to have access to IT infrastructure that would, under normal
circumstances, only be available to large corporations (Marston et al., 2011: 2).

As much as there are benefits that can be derived from the use of cloud services, it is
important to note that the cloud environment also presents some disadvantages. One of
the main disadvantages is related to the security of cloud services in supporting critical
processes within organisations. Section 2.7 below provides an overview of the
disadvantages that may arise from the use of cloud computing services.

2.7.

Disadvantages of cloud computing

Firstly, cloud computing requires constant internet connection to access services. In an
area that lacks constant and high-speed internet connections, utilising cloud services
may result in downtime for business operations (Miller, 2009: 29; Carlin & Curran, 2011:
18).

Cloud computing also requires adequate speed in order to work effectively. There is
back and forth communication between the cloud provider and the cloud user in
accessing data and applications on the cloud. A slow connection can have a severe
impact on a business that requires accelerated service delivery through technology to
its customers (Carlin & Curran, 2011: 18).
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Data is the lifeline of many businesses and needs to be protected from loss or leakages
to maintain confidentiality and integrity (Miller, 2009: 29). Multiple cloud users can utilise
the same piece of hardware, but a compromise in one user’s application could affect the
applications of other users on the same hardware, thereby also compromising their data
(Grossman, 2009: 25). This leads to concerns about the security of cloud computing.

Lastly, making data accessible to cloud providers (or other third parties) may present
issues related to security, compliance and regulations on privacy (Grossman, 2009: 25).
Cloud users, to some extent, lose full control of data kept in the cloud environment
(Carlin & Curran, 2011: 15). Most of the time, cloud users will be unaware of the
location of data (Robinson, Valeri & Cave, 2011: 27). The issue of compliance and
regulations on data privacy is discussed in detail in Section 2.8 below.

2.8.

Compliance and regulations on data privacy versus security on the cloud

Different countries have different laws related to the privacy of personal information
(Winkler, 2011: 75). Entities that process personal information are required to ensure
compliance with these laws, even when the data is held by third parties (Heiser &
Nicolett, 2008: 3). However, the use of cloud computing in conducting a business may
present compliance challenges (Krutz, Vines & Brunette, 2010: 130 – 131). The main
challenge is the privacy of the data stored in the cloud. With an in-house IT function,
businesses usually have a well-established compliance monitoring process. However,
this is not always the case in the cloud environment (Takabi, Joshi & Ahn, 2010: 26). In
a traditional IT function, businesses are subject to external audits and security audits
which may not be the case for cloud service providers unless this is stipulated as part of
a legal agreement (Kaur & Kaushal, 2011: 106).

Another challenge with regulatory compliance in the cloud is data location (Robinson,
Valeri & Cave, 2011: 27). In most cases, cloud users will be unaware of where their
data is located (Brodkin, 2008: 2). The nature of cloud computing and one of its
advantages is that it allows users to access their information from anywhere in the
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world, provided there is an internet connection. This implies that data can be located
anywhere in the world (Chee & Franklin Jr, 2010: 18). This can present issues related to
jurisdictions (Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 3), especially in a country with laws to enforce
privacy of personal information. Should a local company, operating in a country with
laws on processing personal information, utilise cloud services which keep data in a
foreign country with no laws on personal information, any violation of local laws in which
the company operates may be difficult to prosecute and impose penalties due to
jurisdiction restrictions (Rountree & Castrillo, 2014: 15).

In South Africa, a Protection of Personal Information Act was passed in November 2013
which safeguards the right to privacy of every person (data subject), in accordance with
the South African Constitution, when processing personal information. It also regulates
the manner in which information is processed, in harmony with international standards.

Any institution that has operations within South African borders and deals with personal
information of a data subject protected by this Act needs to ensure compliance. Failure
to comply may lead to heavy penalties imposed on the responsible party (Protection of
Personal Information Act 4 of 2013, 2013: 96).

Businesses considering the use of cloud computing services will need to take all issues
related to compliance with domestic laws into account when appointing a cloud service
provider (Winkler, 2011: 75; Pearson & Yee, 2013: 249). For issues such as data
location, there must be an explicit Service Level Agreement (SLA) or contractual clause
regarding the location of the data (Raj, 2013: 382).

In summary, this chapter covered the definition and characteristics of cloud computing
in order to understand the nature of this environment. Furthermore, the different delivery
and deployment models of cloud computing were discussed. The chapter concluded by
examining the advantages and disadvantages of cloud computing as well as issues
related to compliance and regulations.
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2.9.

Conclusion

Based on the above analysis of existing literature, it is evident that there is extensive
coverage of cloud computing concepts. Various research documents seem to concur on
the common characteristics, as defined by NIST. The characteristics of the cloud
environment include on-demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling,
rapid elasticity and measured services.

Furthermore, it was noted that there are currently three delivery models within the cloud
environment. These delivery models include IaaS, PaaS and SaaS. Depending on the
delivery model selected by the cloud customer, the level of security for each will vary.
Cloud computing has four deployment models which include public, private, community
and hybrid.

Businesses considering the use of cloud services should take into account compliance
implications of utilising cloud computing. Laws such as the Protection of Personal
Information Act in South Africa determine how personal information should be
processed and stored. Businesses should ensure compliance when operating in a
country with strict provisions on the processing of personal information. Heavy penalties
can be imposed on businesses for non-compliance.

Overall, like any other IT environment, cloud computing has security issues although
these can be addressed through security measures implemented over time. There are
many benefits to be derived from utilising cloud computing services and there appears
to be room for growth in this environment.
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Chapter 3: The impact of cloud computing on the security of business operations
3.1.

Introduction

The main objective of this study is to perform a content analysis to determine how safe
it is for businesses to utilise the services of cloud computing in their daily operations to
meet the needs of their customers, and ultimately, to achieve their business objectives.
Chapter 3 answers the first two research questions as listed in Section 1.3.2. The third
research question is answered in Chapter 4.

For businesses considering the use of cloud services, it is essential to define
responsibilities related to security. This is discussed in detail in Section 3.2 below.

Furthermore, prior to using cloud services, it is important for organisations to perform a
thorough risk assessment to determine whether the exposure that may result from
security weaknesses in a cloud environment is within acceptable risk tolerance levels.
This is discussed in detail in Section 3.3 below.

This study investigated standards dealing with security issues in a cloud environment
and examined factors which can be used to determine whether a security issue is
unique to cloud computing or common to any IT environment. Issues unique to the
cloud environment are discussed in this chapter.

As with in-house IT functions, there are measures which can be implemented to
minimise the impact of risk in a cloud environment. Such measures are evaluated in
Sections 3.7 and 3.8 below. With so many threats associated with the cloud
environment, an independent review or verification of security on the cloud may be
conducted. Past incidents related to data loss by companies are also assessed in this
chapter.
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3.2.

Responsibility for security in cloud computing

With all the benefits that can be derived from cloud computing, it should be noted that
there are some responsibilities that can be carried out by cloud service providers, some
that can be shared and some that can be carried out by the cloud customer (Hwang,
Fox & Dongarra, 2012: 49). Security is one of the responsibilities that needs to be
clearly defined in the SLA to mitigate or at least minimise any risks (Kandukuri, Reddy,
Paturi & Rakshit, 2009: 518). According to Khan, Oriol, Kiran, Jiang and Djemame
(2012: 121), the ultimate responsibility for data confidentiality, integrity and access
controls still rests with the cloud user.

In the cloud environment, the responsibility for risks can be shared between the cloud
service provider, the cloud user and a third party (in cases where a cloud user relies on
such a party for security management) (Armbrust et al., 2010: 55). This is supported by
Ramgovind, Eloff and Smith who state that security can be a shared responsibility for
both cloud users and cloud service providers in enforcing security checks and
validations across their systems (Ramgovind, Eloff & Smith, 2010: 2).

As security is a shared responsibility, prior to utilising a cloud service provider, it is
important for the cloud user to perform a thorough risk assessment. Such an
assessment will highlight the risks associated with cloud services and determine
measures which can be implemented to mitigate or minimise those risks. The following
section examines the risk assessment to be performed prior to the use of cloud
services.

3.3.

Risk assessment to be performed prior to adopting cloud services

According to Carroll, Van Der Merwe and Kotzé (2011: 3), “risk identification and
analysis is important to prioritize the implementation (extent and time frame) of
governance and controls, as well as to establish scope for reviewing or auditing cloud
computing environments”. This is true for both the cloud environment and the in-house
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IT environment. Based on the results of risk assessments, controls should be designed,
implemented, monitored and evaluated to determine the extent to which desired
outcomes are achieved. Risks can be assessed based on their impact and likelihood of
occurrence (Hausman, Cook & Sampaio, 2013: 180). Risks with a high level of
occurrence and impact should be on top of the priority list.

Figure 1 in the following page shows how risks can be plotted based on their impact and
likelihood (Hausman, Cook & Sampaio, 2013: 181). It is noted that the impact and
likelihood can be either high or low. The infrastructure plan has low likelihood and
impact whereas contracts, data exchange and multifactor authentication have high
impact and likelihood. Based on the example below, emphasis will be placed on areas
of high impact and likelihood of occurrence. It should be noted that there are also risks
that can fall in the middle. Based on the risk tolerance, corrective measures can be
implemented to rectify such instances.
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Figure 1: Impact and likelihood (risk assessment factors)

Low

High

High

Low

Source: (Gadia, 2011: 14)

According to Wilhelmsen and Ostrom (2012: 6), there is no rule as to how risk
assessment should be performed or to what extent. Nonetheless, it is important to
perform this kind of assessment in order to determine the likelihood and the impact of
the risk.

For businesses considering the use of cloud services, it is critical to perform risk
assessment prior to migrating to the cloud (Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 1; Ramgovind, Eloff
& Smith, 2010: 5). This will ensure that all risks, including those related to security, are
identified, assessed and prioritised and that controls are designed and implemented to
mitigate them. There is a close connection between risk assessment and cloud auditing.
As part of their key findings, Heiser and Nicolett suggest the use of third parties to
perform the risk assessment prior to migrating to the cloud (Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 1).

According to research performed by Heiser and Nicolett for Gartner (2008: 1) on risk
assesment, the following should be taken into account when using external IT services,
including cloud computing (Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 1):


Assessment of security, privacy and regulatory compliance risks;
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Identification of use case not acceptable based on current risk levels and
controls;



Identification of use cases that pose acceptable levels of risk; and



Design and implementation of compensating controls prior to going fully
operational.

According to the Gartner research as documented by Brodkin (2008: 1-2), outlined
below are items that cloud users, or third parties performing the risk assessment on
behalf of cloud users, can evaluate.

3.3.1. Privileged user access

When the data of a business is processed by a third party, data owners or business
users have less control over the risk related to processing that data (Winkler, 2011:
126). Data processed in the cloud bypasses critical security measures such as physical,
least privileged principles and personnel controls usually implemented in a traditional IT
environment (Winkler, 2011: 14). Cloud users need to obtain more information about
who will be managing the processing of data in the cloud (Winkler, 2011: 131–132). The
cloud provider needs to supply details of users who will be granted privileged
administrator access and indicate how this access will be monitored (Brodkin, 2008: 1).

3.3.2. Compliance

Even though data processing takes place on the cloud, the cloud user is still held
accountable for the security of data through various laws and regulations (Heiser &
Nicolett, 2008: 3). Cloud users must therefore ensure that contracts with cloud providers
include protection and compliance with applicable laws (Krutz, Vines & Brunette, 2010:
26). As stated by Kandukuri et al., (2009: 519), traditional IT environments are subject
to external audits and security certification as part of compliance. Cloud service
providers who refuse to add an audit clause as part of the SLA or contractual
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agreement should only be used for minor services that are unlikely to result in major
security concerns.

3.3.3. Data location

Data location has a direct correlation with compliance with laws and regulations (Chee
& Franklin Jr, 2010: 93). In cloud computing, users can access their data from almost
anywhere in the world (Chee & Franklin Jr, 2010: 18). This implies that the location of
the data can be anywhere. It is important for the cloud user to ensure that the data is
kept in a location that is in compliance with local laws under which they operate. This
should be added to the contractual agreement between the cloud user and the cloud
service provider (Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 3; Kandukuri et al., 2009: 519).

3.3.4. Data segregation

Services provided in the cloud environment often share the same infrastructure.
Customers may thus be sharing resources with one another. In such cases, encryption
can be used, however, it should be noted that this will not address all issues that may
arise from sharing platforms. Cloud users need to pinpoint the exact strategy for data
segregation prior to migrating to the cloud environment (Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 3).

3.3.5. Availability

In an environment where most businesses rely on data to support critical processes, the
reliability of cloud service providers is important (Raj, 2013: 66). Businesses should
have a SLA with cloud service providers when considering the use of cloud computing
(Hausman, Cook & Sampaio, 2013: 114). Cloud service providers should be held
accountable for meeting service levels stipulated in the SLA. Penalties for not meeting
minimum service levels should be defined in the agreement or contract (Raj, 2013: 66).
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According Kandukuri et al., (2009: 519) as part of the SLA questionnaire, cloud users
should ask if the service provider can sign for availability.

3.3.6. Recovery

Disaster can strike at any time. Businesses considering the use of cloud services need
to evaluate the adequacy of the disaster recovery plans and programmes of cloud
service providers. This should be included in the SLA between the cloud user and the
cloud service provider (Hausman, Cook & Sampaio, 2013: 115). The provider should be
able to indicate how recovery will be achieved in the case of a total disaster. This
includes storing or processing data to multiple sites and performing regular back-ups
(Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 3). It should also take into account the time required to recover
the data so that ideally, there will be little or no impact on data availability, as explained
in Section 3.3.5 above (Brodkin, 2008: 2).

3.3.7. Investigative support

From time to time there may be a need to investigate illegal activities in the IT
environment. In a traditional IT environment, audit log files can be utilised for
investigative purposes. However, in a cloud environment, the use of log files to monitor
activities of all cloud users may be difficult due to the amount of processing and
activities (Sabahi, 2011: 246). Prior to moving to a cloud environment, cloud users need
to evaluate the mechanism that the service provider will be using to monitor activities on
the cloud. This is crucial given the nature of the cloud. Cloud users could be sharing
resources with hackers posing as cloud users (Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 4).
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3.3.8. Viability

The possibility of a cloud service provider going out of business or being acquired is
unlikely (Sabahi, 2011: 246). However, the cloud user should determine whether the
cloud service provider supports adequate interoperability standards to enable migration
of data and services to a new platform or cloud service provider (Carroll, Van Der
Merwe & Kotzé, 2011: 6). Cloud users should also ascertain how they will retrieve their
data and whether this will be in a usable format. This is critical in relation to the point
raised in 3.3.5 on availability. Should the service provider go out of business, will the
cloud user be able to continue with its primary business? (Heiser & Nicolett, 2008: 4;
Hugos & Hulitzky, 2010: 63). This is one of the critical questions that needs to be
answered prior to utilising cloud computing services.

It should be noted that there are more risk and control frameworks that can be used for
risk assessment and that the above list should not be seen as an exhaustive.

Once risk assessment prior to migration to the cloud has been taken into account, it is
critical to set standards that will deal with security issues prevalent in the cloud
environment. The section below examines standards that govern the cloud computing
environment.

3.4.

Security standards governing the cloud

The content analysis revealed that currently there are no finalised standards governing
security in the cloud environment (Tripathi & Mishra, 2011: 2). The security community
is currently working on a number of initiatives to address security issues associated with
the cloud environment (Pearson & Yee, 2013: 240; Raj, 2013: 369). Some of these
initiatives include Cloud Security Alliance and ENISA Cloud Computing Information
Assurance Framework (Pearson & Yee, 2013: 240). The current lack of uniform cloud
standards makes it difficult to implement controls to mitigate security risk in the cloud
environment (Carroll, Van Der Merwe & Kotzé, 2011: 1). Tripathi and Mishra (2011: 2)
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add that it is important for cloud users to exercise consistent efforts for the execution of
SLAs.

There are various international standards on information security; however these do not
address the specific security issues identified in the cloud environment. NIST (2013: 5)
has drafted a set of security standards for cloud computing although these are not yet
finalised. Two international standards that address security risks are examined below.

3.4.1. ISO 27000

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has a series of standards; one
of these relates to information security (ISO 27000). There are 133 controls grouped in
39 control objectives in this standard (Ristov & Kostoska, 2012: 1485).

According to Ristov and Kostoska (2012: 1489), general security standards do not
address all the issues related to the cloud environment. Additions to the current security
standards are required to accommodate cloud computing security issues. Winkler adds
that although security requirements for the cloud environment may be unique, it is
important that such requirements are nonetheless consistent with the appropriate
standards such as the ISO 27000 (Winkler, 2011: 93).

3.4.2. NIST Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap

NIST was designated by the Federal Chief Information Officer (CIO) to accelerate the
adoption of cloud computing by leading efforts to identify existing standards that can be
used in the cloud environment (Marks & Lozano, 2010: 151). Where standards do not
exist, NIST has been working closely with US industry leaders in developing security
standards, government agencies and other relevant parties in securing the cloud
computing environment (NIST, 2013: 5).
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In 2013 the NIST Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap - NIST Special Publication
500-291, version 2 was published. This document has been prepared by NIST to
describe the research in security standards supporting the NIST Cloud Computing
Program (CCP) (NIST, 2013: 5).

The NIST Cloud Computing Program was formally launched in November 2010 and
was created to “support federal government efforts to incorporate cloud computing as a
replacement for, or enhancement to, traditional information system and application
models where appropriate” (NIST, 2013: 5).

According to the NIST Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap (2013: 5), at the
beginning of 2011, NIST created the following public working groups to provide a
technically-oriented strategy and standards-based guidance for the federal cloud
computing implementation effort:


Cloud Computing Reference Architecture and Taxonomy Working Group;



Cloud Computing Standards Acceleration to Jumpstart Adoption of Cloud
Computing (SAJACC) Working Group;



Cloud Computing Security Working Group;



Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap Working Group; and



Cloud Computing Target Business Use Cases Working Group.

In summary, some of the items covered by the NIST Cloud Computing Standards
Roadmap include:


An overview of the cloud computing environment;



Cloud computing use cases;



Cloud computing standards;



Cloud computing standards mapping;



Analysis of use cases to identify standard gaps; and



Priorities to fill cloud computing standards gaps

(NIST, 2013: 25-74).
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Section 6.5 of the Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap deals specifically with
standards for cloud computing security. In this section, it is acknowledged that there are
many benefits that can be derived from cloud computing, however, with those benefits,
there are associated security risks that need to be taken into account (NIST, 2013: 44).
One of the main issues affecting the growth of cloud computing has been identified as
security (Wang et al., 2012: 42). As noted by Chen, Paxson and Katz (2010: 3),
"security has emerged as arguably the most significant barrier to faster and more

widespread adoption of cloud computing”. The NIST standards document also notes
that to accelerate the adoption of cloud services, solutions to deal with threats need to
be developed and implemented. It was further noted that most of the issues related to
cloud computing can be addressed through traditional security processes and
mechanisms (NIST, 2013: 44). The document also mentions some of the security
challenges in the cloud.

It is safe to say that significant efforts have been made towards developing standards to
address security issues within the cloud environment. Some existing standards (not
developed specifically for the cloud environment) can be utilised to address certain
issues identified in the cloud environment. Given the current work performed by NIST, it
can be expected that in the next few years, final standards will be developed in
alignment with the cloud environment, and specifically, standards dealing with security
(Raj, 2013: 357).

Security risk in the IT environment is not new. There are numerous security issues that
are well-known and more prevalent in an in-house IT function. However, cloud
computing introduces new security issues or intensifies some of the existing challenges.
In the section below, factors that determine whether a security issue is unique to the
cloud environment are discussed. In addition, issues unique to the cloud environment
are examined. This is followed by an analysis of security measures that can be used in
the cloud environment as well as those that can be applied to both the cloud
environment and an in-house IT function.
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3.5.

Factors that determine security issues unique to cloud computing

Although there are security risks common to both in-house IT functions and the cloud
environment, there are specific security issues found exclusively in the cloud
environment. According to Pearson and Yee (2013: 238), a security issue is unique to
the cloud environment if it meets the following criteria:


It is more prevalent in the cloud than it is in the traditional IT environment;



It stems from the characteristics of cloud computing; and



Security measures that were tried and tested in the traditional IT environment are
difficult to implement in the cloud.

These factors unique to security in cloud computing are analysed in the section below.

3.5.1. Prevalence in a core cloud computing environment

Cloud computing core technology includes web applications, virtualisation and
cryptography (Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 52; Sabharwal & Wali, 2013: 15).
Each of these items presents various security risks that are more prevalent in the cloud
computing environment.

Some of these risks include VM escape, session riding,

hijacking and insecure cryptography (Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 52).

Virtual escape is a process used by attackers to break out from the VM and thus gain
direct access to the host operating system (Krutz, Vines & Brunette, 2010: 164). In
2008, Core Security Technologies discovered vulnerability in VMware’s (a major player
in the virtualisation domain) virtualisation software that allowed attackers to obtain full
control of the system after gaining access through virtualisation (Dignan, 2008).

The implementation of web applications requires session handling techniques. Many of
these session handling implementations are vulnerable to session hijacking and session
riding (Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 52).
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As with any technology, advances may render infrastructure insecure or obsolete and
cryptography is no exception to the rule. Cryptographic mechanisms or algorithms may
become insecure over time as new methods of breaking them are discovered
(Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 52).

3.5.2. Stems from the characteristics of cloud computing

The vulnerabilities that can be linked to each one of the characteristics of cloud
computing were described in Section 2.3 above. These include unauthorised access to
management interfaces (Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 53). On-demand selfservice requires the cloud users to access the cloud through a management interface.
Such an interface is susceptible to unauthorised access by attackers.

In most cases, cloud users access cloud services through web browsers over the
internet (Wang et al., 2012: 17). These may result in internet protocol vulnerabilities
such as man-in-the-middle attacks (Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 53).

The cloud environment allows for elasticity, i.e. users only use the amount of services
required at a particular point in time. Services can be re-allocated to different users and
it is possible for new users to gain access to data written by previous users (Grobauer,
Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 53).

3.5.3. Difficulty with the implementation of security controls

There are security controls that have been proven to work effectively in minimising
security risks within an in-house or traditional IT function. However, these controls have
proven to be difficult or impossible to implement within the cloud computing environment
(Grobauer, Walloschek & Stöcker, 2011: 53). Any risk that cannot be minimised by
these controls is considered to be cloud-specific. Some of these risks include:


Virtualised networks offer insufficient network-based controls;
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Poor key management procedures; and



Security metrics ill-adapted to the cloud environment.

The following section examines security issues unique to the cloud computing
environment.

3.6.

Security issues unique to cloud computing

Below is a list of issues unique or more prevalent in the cloud computing environment
as opposed to an in-house IT function.

3.6.1. Side and covert channels

Cloud computing is a shared environment with multiple users (Pearson & Yee, 2013:
26). Some of these users may be competitors using the same system or hackers with
the sole purpose of gaining unauthorised access to the data of other cloud users
(Rountree & Castrillo, 2014: 15). These hackers may establish side channels (passively
observing data on the cloud) or covert channels (actively sending data from the cloud by
placing their VM on the same physical machine as that of the targeted VM (Chen,
Paxson & Katz, 2010: 4).

3.6.2. Fate-sharing

There is no doubt that there are many benefits that can be derived from cloud
computing. One of these is the concentration of expertise in complex areas. However
sharing resources may have implications for cloud users (Armbrust et al., 2009: 18).
Compromise in the environment of one user in the same physical environment may
result in the disruption of business for all other users (Chen, Paxson & Katz, 2010: 4).
One noteworthy incident occurred in April 2009 when the Federal Bureau of
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Investigation (FBI) raided a datacentre in Texas on the suspicion that it was facilitating
cybercrime. The FBI seized equipment in the datacentre and all businesses that were
co-located experienced business disruption, some even business failure (Chen, Paxson
& Katz, 2010: 4).

3.6.3. Privacy compliance and legal issues

Please refer to Chapter 2, Section 2.8, which covers privacy and compliance issues in
detail.

3.6.4. Availability

Cloud computing relies on resources such as the internet to deliver services and
provide cloud users with access from anywhere in the world. Any cloud computing
component which delivers services to users may face downtime (Raj, 2013: 360). This
can also occur with an in-house IT function, however the impact can be far greater in a
cloud environment (Fauzi, Noraziah, Herawan & Zin, 2012: 562; Catlett, Gentzsch &
Grandinetti, 2013: 58).

For each of the security risks noted above, a set of security measures can be
implemented to mitigate or minimise the risk to an acceptable level. In the following
section, security measures are explained in detail.

3.7.

Security measures for cloud computing

Outlined below is a list of security measures to mitigate or minimise security risk in
cloud computing.
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3.7.1. Validation and registration process

The nature of a public cloud environment is that any user is allowed to participate. This
creates the risk of spammers and malicious code authors. Cloud service providers need
to implement strict registration and validation processes for each of their cloud users.
This also implies strong credit card fraud monitoring. The traffic flow of cloud users
should also be monitored to ensure that no malicious activities are carried out in the
cloud environment (Tripathi & Mishra, 2011: 2).

3.7.2. Private cloud

Companies may also consider having their own private cloud without multiple users, as
is the case in public and hybrid cloud environments (Catlett, Gentzsch & Grandinetti,
2013: 57). This provides companies with a secure environment. Cloud service providers
such as Amazon Web Service (AWS) offer private cloud services such as Amazon
Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) (Carlin & Curran, 2011: 16). AWS allows companies to
connect their existing IT infrastructure to a VPC through a Virtual Private Network (VPN)
connection (Carlin & Curran, 2011: 16). Amazon offers the VPC services with security
expertise such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems. It should be noted that
Amazon is one of many cloud service providers with VPC and VPN.
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3.7.3. Application Programme Interface (API)

Cloud users may not be fully satisfied with the level of services they receive from one
cloud provider; as a result another cloud provider may be used to supplement the
service of the initial provider. However, cloud users may be locked in, i.e. it may not be
possible to migrate from one cloud provider to another (Kulkarni, Gambhir, Patil &
Dongare, 2012: 550). To eliminate such a risk, cloud users should consider using the
services of cloud providers where a standardised cloud API is utilised (Winkler, 2011:
39). However, API has its own security drawbacks such as a weak set of interfaces
which may expose the cloud to anonymous access (Tripathi & Mishra, 2011: 3). Cloud
service providers such as Microsoft, Amazon, IBM and Google all have their own
clouds, however, these lack interoperability (Wang et al., 2012: 18).

3.7.4. Multifactor authentication

Attackers often use phishing techniques to obtain credentials in order to gain
unauthorised access to critical systems, thereby compromising the confidentiality,
integrity and availability of cloud services. Cloud users should consider using a cloud
service that requires a multifactor authentication technique such as the use of a onetime password (OTP) in addition to a username and password (Tripathi & Mishra, 2011:
3).

3.8.

Security measures applicable to both the in-house IT function and the
cloud computing environment

The findings of the content analysis indicate that utilising cloud services does not
completely shift the responsibility of security from the cloud user (Hwang, Fox &
Dongarra, 2012: 49). It was noted that security is a shared responsibility. This implies
that certain controls implemented in a traditional IT environment will remain applicable
in the environment of a cloud user. These controls are primarily linked to security issues
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on the application level. It was also noted that some controls that would be implemented
in-house would also have to be implemented by the cloud service provider to mitigate or
minimise security risk. This is in addition to control measures implemented by cloud
service providers for security risks unique to the cloud environment, as explained in
Section 3.6 above. The purpose of this section is to list security measures applicable to
both environments (in-house and cloud).

3.8.1. Security policies and procedures

To establish a sound IT security environment, policies and procedures need to be
defined and implemented (Krutz, Vines & Brunette, 2010: 154). When a business is
considering the use of cloud services and migrating its data and applications to the
cloud, IT security policies and procedures applicable to the in-house IT environment
need to be extended to the cloud service provider (Surianarayanan & Santhanam, 2012:
75). The cloud service provider must ensure that the security policies and procedures of
the cloud user are carried out. There should be a contractual agreement or a SLA
between the cloud service provider and the cloud user to enforce compliance with
security policies and procedures. Items to be included in the SLA or contractual
agreement include the availability of audit log files, compliance with applicable
legislation and regulations, types of access controls and encryption standards to be
used for data in the cloud (Surianarayanan & Santhanam, 2012: 75).

3.8.2. Intrusion detection systems (IDS) and firewalls

Most cloud services are based on VM technology (Robinson, Valeri & Cave, 2011: 28).
The technology relies on a hypervisor for implementation (Tripathi & Mishra, 2011: 2). A
hypervisor “abstracts the hardware of a shared physical server into virtualized
hardware” (Fehling, Leymann, Retter, Schupeck & Arbitter, 2014: 101). As mentioned in
Section 3.6 above, for security risks unique to cloud computing, VM escape is a
potential threat allowing attackers to break out from the VM into the host operating
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system (Plankers, 2007; Raj, 2013: 364). The security measures that can be
implemented to mitigate vulnerabilities in VM technology include IDS and firewalls
(Smooth & Tan, 2013: 268). Firewalls prevent entry into the system while IDS monitors
any attacking or suspicious activities (Tripathi & Mishra, 2011: 2) and shields the
operating system and enterprise applications from known vulnerabilities until the system
is once again operational (Raj, 2013: 369).

In addition to the above, firewalls can be used to prevent attacks such as man-in-themiddle or hackers (Hwang, Fox & Dongarra, 2012: 249). The strength of security in an
IT environment is determined by the lowest common denominator. Firewalls, in most
cases, are the first point of contact that separates internal and external networks
(Sabharwal & Wali, 2013: 17).

This control mechanism is applicable in both cloud and traditional IT environments. In
the cloud it protects the platform, applications and data kept by the cloud service
provider. The cloud service provider should offer evidence of the adequacy of
configuration and effectiveness of the firewall (Carroll, Van Der Merwe & Kotzé, 2011:
7).

3.8.3. Encryption and patch management

Encryption is not a new concept in the IT world and it is applicable to both the in-house
and the cloud environment. As noted in Chapter 2, cloud users often use the internet to
access data and applications in the cloud. The moment data is outside the firewall of a
cloud user and a cloud service provider, it needs to be protected from any tampering by
the man-in-the-middle (Chraibi & Harroud, 2013: 3). In such instances, encryption may
be considered (Pearson & Yee, 2013: 247). Encryption not only protects data during
transmission, it also protects data privacy should there be a compromise of the
database or VM in which it is kept (Sosinsky, 2011: 260; Catlett, Gentzsch &
Grandinetti, 2013: 59). This is supported by Pethuru (2013: 370) who states that “not
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only is encrypting data during transmission important, but also imperative to provide
data encryption facility while residing in a cloud storage”.
However, encryption on its own is not a ‘silver bullet’ to ensure privacy and integrity.
Encryption only guarantees privacy of the data; a different control mechanism is needed
to ensure the integrity of the data (Chraibi & Harroud, 2013: 3). Patch management is
another control used in the traditional IT environment to protect data integrity and it can
also be applied in a cloud environment (Carroll, Van Der Merwe & Kotzé, 2011: 6;
Tripathi & Mishra, 2011: 3).

3.8.4. Logical access control – authentication and authority
According to Qing-hai and Ying (2011: 830), “access control is one of the main
strategies for network security prevention and protection. Its main task is to fully share
system resources and manage user’s access rights. Access control regulates the
limitations about the access of the subject to the object and controls the request of
resource access according to the identity authentication”.

Not all users in a business have the same level of access to data, and as such, access
is regulated based on what users need to perform (Winkler, 2011: 138). In a traditional
IT environment, there are policies and procedures that provide guidance on access to
particular sets of data (Raj, 2013: 373 –375). Such access needs to be authorised by
relevant parties to allow the user access to given objects (Colantonio, Di Pietro &
Ocello, 2012: 8). There are also controls for privileged access (Colantonio, Di Pietro &
Ocello, 2012: 3). There should be regular reviews to monitor access levels of users to
different applications, modules or data. Access of terminated users should be revoked
on time to prevent unauthorised access (Colantonio, Di Pietro & Ocello, 2012: 3). These
procedures and controls are also applicable in the cloud environment. According to
Pethuru (2013: 90), access and identity management are critical components of cloud
security. The most critical control is timeously revoking access of terminated employees
(McDonald, 2010: 124). This is important given that cloud users can access data and
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applications in the cloud from anywhere in the world (Carroll, Van Der Merwe & Kotzé,
2011: 7).

Access control is a mechanism that can be adopted to ensure privacy. Components of
access control policy from an in-house IT environment should be part of the contractual
agreement or SLA between the cloud user and cloud service provider. This will allow
the cloud user to determine the level of access to be applied to each user group
(Chraibi & Harroud, 2013: 3).

In addition to providing users with the adequate level of rights to access authorised
data, the use of passwords (Colantonio, Di Pietro & Ocello, 2012: 7–8) or multifactor
authentication should be considered to ensure that only authorised users can access
data (Carroll, Van Der Merwe & Kotzé, 2011: 7).

3.8.5. Physical access controls

Physical access control regulates the flow of personnel to and from restricted areas
such as property, a building or a room, thus providing assurance of the integrity of
machines and the data they store (Pearson & Yee, 2013: 240). “They act as important
points of demarcation between physical zones (areas/rooms)” (Fitzgerald, Turkmen,
Foley & Sullivan, 2012: 1). According to Hwang, Fox and Dongarra (2012: 249), as part
of the cloud service provider’s basic security for facilities, the following should be taken
into account:


On-site security year around;



Biometric readers;



Closed-Circuit TV (CCTV);



Motion detectors; and



Man traps.
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With all the security measures that can be implemented in an IT environment, physical
control is one of the most important (Winkler, 2011: 91–92). To have adequate logical
access to an environment with weak physical access controls may result in an
ineffective internal control system. It was also noted that new access rules are often
added or removed; in such instances, it is important to consider the impact on
interoperability with existing access rules (Fitzgerald et al., 2012: 1).

Physical access controls are widely used and have proven very useful in a traditional IT
environment. In the same manner, they can be utilised in the cloud environment to
improve security.

3.8.6. Back-ups and disaster recovery

Data is one of the most important assets in many businesses and should always be
available when needed. Businesses often have back-up and disaster recovery plans to
ensure continuity in case of severe disaster. Such policies and procedures must be
incorporated into the contractual agreement or SLA between the cloud user and the
cloud service provider. Cloud service providers should perform back-ups and disaster
recovery plan testing on regular basis. Evidence of back-ups and disaster recovery
testing should be kept and provided when needed (Carroll, Van Der Merwe & Kotzé,
2011: 6). The use of back-ups as a mechanism to counter data loss and disruption to
operations is also supported by Surianarayanan and Santhanam (Surianarayanan &
Santhanam, 2012: 74). Besides relying on the cloud service provider to perform backups on the cloud, cloud users can also perform their own data back-ups or use services
of other third parties to assist with back-ups (Chraibi & Harroud, 2013: 4). This will
ensure that data is always available when needed.

However, having control measures in place is pointless unless their effectiveness can
be assessed through evaluation processes. It is therefore important to evaluate control
measures on a regular basis to ensure that they work as intended. In the next section,
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the study determines the possibility and the importance of the independent evaluation of
cloud services to provide reasonable assurance on security.

3.9.

Independent evaluation of cloud computing security

In a traditional IT environment, regular audits are performed to provide assurance that
controls to mitigate and minimise security risk are functioning as intended. According to
a survey by International Data Corporation (IDC) performed in September 2009 (2010:
1328), it was noted that security heads the list of issues within the cloud environment.
Independent assurance on security is therefore vital.

The findings of Zhang, Wuwong, Li and Zhang (2010: 1328) are illustrated in Figure 2
below which shows the results of a survey conducted by the IDC Enterprise Panel to
highlight important issues in the cloud environment. This survey was conducted in
consultation with 244 IT executives and their business colleagues regarding their use of
IT cloud services. It was noted that their most significant challenge in the cloud was
security at 87.5%.

Figure 2: Survey results of issues in cloud computing

Source: (Zhang et al., 2010: 1328)
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As part of this study, is was also noted that audits can either be voluntary, to provide
assurance on security issues, or regulatory, to comply with laws and legislation (NIST,
2013: 23).

As per the ISACA Journal, IT Governance and the Cloud: Principles and Practice for
Governing Adoption of Cloud Computing (2011: 22), many cloud service providers are
now engaging the services of auditors to independently verify controls in the cloud
environment and to make these assessment accessible to cloud users in the form of an
independent audit report. These reports are often referred to as Statement Auditing
Standards (SAS) No. 70.

According to NIST (2013: 12), there are five major players in the cloud environment.
One of these is the cloud auditor. According to NIST (2013: 12), a cloud auditor is an
independent party which conducts independent audits of cloud services, information
system operations, performance and security. Cloud auditors conduct assessments
which can provide assurance on the security controls of the cloud service provider and
determine the extent to which these controls are correctly implemented and functioning
as intended to achieve desired outcomes. Auditors also assess privacy impact,
regulatory and security policy compliance, adherence to provisions of the SLAs and
performance (NIST, 2013: 23). Figure 3 in the next page represents a diagram showing
the five major players in the cloud environment, including the cloud auditor.
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Figure 3: Five major players defined in the NIST cloud computing reference
architecture

Source: (NIST, 2013: 12)

Based on the content analysis, it was noted that it is possible to audit cloud services,
security controls and information. Cloud users should ensure that as part of their SLA
there is a provision which addresses auditing of the cloud environment. According to
Kandukuri et al., (2009: 519), traditional IT environments are subject to audits and
security certification. Cloud service providers who refuse to add this clause as part of
the SLA or contractual agreement should only be used for trivial services that are
unlikely to result in major security concerns. This is to ensure that cloud users are
completely satisfied with the cloud services provided as they would with an in-house IT
function. According to Carroll, Merwe and Kotzé (2011: 6), independent evaluations
should be performed on a regular basis to monitor cloud services to assess compliance
with agreed terms and adherence to standards, procedures and policies.
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Security incidents which have occurred in the past can be utilised to determine the
current or future state of security in the cloud environment. The following section
examines past security incidents in the cloud environment.

3.10. Past security incidents related to the cloud environment

In the recent past, there have been several noticeable security breaches in the cloud
environment. Companies affected by these security breaches include eHarmony,
LinkedIn, Twitter, and most recently, Dropbox and Apple’s iCloud. In the section below,
a summary of each of these breaches is analysed and the Alert Logic Cloud Security
Reports for 2012 and 2014 are reviewed.

3.10.1.

Dropbox security breach

On 13 October 2014, hundreds of usernames and plaintext passwords were leaked
from Dropbox by hackers. This was used as a ‘teaser’ of almost seven million accounts
which had been compromised. The hackers promised to release more information in
return for payment (Reilly, 2014).

According to an article on cnet.com (Reilly, 2014), Dropbox refused to admit that it had
been hacked into; instead, the official statement released mentioned that the account
credentials had been stolen from a third party service provider. It should be noted that
this is not the first time there has been a security breach at Dropbox; another breach
had occurred in 2012 (Steiner, 2012: 6).
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3.10.2.

Passwords stolen from eHarmony and LinkedIn

In 2012, business social network LinkedIn confirmed that the credentials of some of its
users had been compromised. Approximately six million passwords and usernames had
been leaked. Around the same period, the online dating service site, eHarmony, had the
credentials of some of its users compromised. Although measures were taken by both
companies to have the passwords of the members expire, the biggest concern was that
many users utilise the same password on multiple platforms such as Gmail. Access to
other platforms could therefore be obtained through the use of leaked data (CBS News
Staff, 2012).

3.10.3.

Twitter security breach

Since 2009, Twitter has been compromised several times. The Federal Trade
Commission brought two charges for breach against Twitter in 2009 for deceiving
consumers and putting their privacy at risk. This came after hackers managed to obtain
administrator access to Twitter, allowing them to send tweets from any account. One of
the high profile accounts affected was that of Barack Obama (Power, 2013).

In the second instance, a hacker managed to compromise the personal e-mail of one of
the Twitter employees with administrator access. The e-mail contained a password in
plain text which enabled the hacker to gain access to the Twitter administrator account
(Power, 2013).
In 2010 there was a ‘mouse over link attack’. Certain tweets containing links had been
hijacked. Whenever users hovered their mouse over the hijacked links, pop-up ads and
links to adult sites were displayed (Power, 2013).

In May 2012, the credentials of approximately 60,000 users were published online by
hackers. It was unclear how the hackers had gained access to the passwords and
usernames. Twitter resolved the matter by resetting the passwords of the affected
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accounts (Power, 2013). A similar incident was noted in 2013 when the accounts of
250,000 users had been compromised (McHugh, 2013).

3.10.4.

iCloud security breach

The most recent security breach to occur was that of Apple’s iCloud. This was perhaps
the most talked about security breach following the unauthorised publication of personal
photographs of American celebrities. However, after a thorough investigation, Apple
denied that the security breach had been due to security flaws on its part or of any of its
systems. The official statement asserted that accounts had been compromised as the
result of a targeted attack on usernames and passwords (CBS News Staff, 2014).

3.10.5.

Alert Logic Cloud Security Report for 2012

“In early 2012, Alert Logic launched the first in a series of reports on cloud security, with
the goal of creating the IT industry’s assessment of security in the cloud for businesses
considering the use of cloud computing platforms” (Rackspace Support, 2014). This
report not only focuses on the security trends of the cloud but also on those of
traditional in-house IT environments. The purpose of looking at this report in this study
is to understand the differences between the different categories of threats encountered
in both environments, i.e. in-house IT function and cloud.

In the 2012 report, the real-world findings from a base of 1,500 customers of Alert Logic
were used to understand the differences in the categories of threats encountered in
both environments, i.e. in-house and cloud (Alert Logic, 2012: 2). Security events over a
period of twelve months between July 2010 and June 2011 were used to compile the
2012 security report. Figure 4 in the next page illustrates the approach adopted by Alert
Logic. As part of the report, 2.2 billion security events were observed and the identified
threats were classified into six different categories. Threats were analysed through an
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automated system and 62,000 incidents classified into six categories of security risks
were identified.

Figure 4: Alert Logic incident identification approach for 2012

Source: (Alert Logic, 2012: 6)

According to the Alert Logic report (Alert Logic, 2012: 3), the following key findings were
noted in 2012:


“When compared to traditional in-house managed IT environments, service
provider environments show lower occurrence rates for every class of incident
examined;



Service provider customers experienced lower threat diversity (i.e. the number of
unique incident classes experienced by a customer) than on-premise customers;



On-premise environments were twelve times more likely than service provider
environments to have common configuration issues, opening the door to
compromise; and



While conventional wisdom suggests a higher rate of web application attacks in
the service provider environment, Alert Logic found a higher frequency of these
incidents in on-premise environments”.
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As per the Alert Logic report for 2012, there are more attacks that occur in the traditional
IT environment than there are in a cloud environment. This finding suggests that, to
some extent, with adequate security controls in the cloud environment, the impact of
cloud computing on business processes can be kept to minimum.

3.11. Conclusion

In this chapter a content analysis was conducted to answer the following core questions
of the study:


What security risks are presented or intensified by the use of cloud computing for
businesses?



Can the safety of the cloud computing environment be independently evaluated
to provide acceptable levels of assurance to organisations utilising cloud
computing services?

It was noted that responsibility for security in the cloud environment was a task shared
between the cloud service provider and the cloud user. In cases where third parties are
used, those parties will also be responsible for security of the cloud. However, the cloud
user has ultimate responsibility for data confidentiality, integrity and access controls (in
terms of defining access parameters and levels of access for users) (Chee & Franklin
Jr, 2010: 167). The cloud user should ensure that utilising a cloud service provider does
not result in security issues that may compromise compliance with laws and regulations.

In any business, risk assessment is important in identifying risks, prioritising them based
on likelihood and impact as well as designing controls to mitigate them. A report
conducted by research firm Gartner was analysed and it was noted that cloud users, or
those performing assessments of the cloud on their behalf, should evaluate the
following:


Privileged user access;



Compliance;
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Data location;



Data segregation;



Availability;



Recovery;



Investigative support; and



Viability.

The availability of security standards applicable to the cloud environment was
discussed. It was noted that currently, there are no standards specific to the cloud.
There are general security standards such as ISO standards (ISO 27000) that may be
used; however, these are not sufficient to address all issues affecting the cloud
environment. It was also noted that NIST is currently working on cloud standards that
will be applicable specifically to the cloud environment. In the NIST standards, a section
will be dedicated to security as a critical component. In 2013, NIST published the NIST
Cloud Computing Standards Roadmap - NIST Special Publication 500-291, version 2.
The NIST standard document describes the research in security standards supporting
the NIST Cloud Computing Program.

This chapter summarised the security issues unique to cloud computing. Security
measures critical for both the traditional IT and the cloud environment were discussed.
Some of these issues included establishing security policies and procedures to secure
both environments, firewalls to separate internal and external networks and physical
access controls.

In traditional IT environments, it is standard procedure to perform an independent
review of security controls to determine their adequacy in achieving desired results. In
certain instances, independent evaluations are performed to comply with regulations.
For businesses considering the use of cloud computing, it was noted that an
independent evaluation is possible; however, cloud users should ensure that such an
evaluation is included in the contractual or SLA.
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The last part of this chapter focused on security incidents related to the cloud
environment. It was noted that there were incidents in which attackers were able to gain
access to user accounts in the cloud. One such incident recently affected Dropbox and
iCloud. It was also noted that there was a case where attackers managed to gain
administrator access allowing them to perform any activity they wished. A security
breach at Twitter was another incident where administrator access was obtained. The
Alert Logic report for 2012 was also reviewed. This report set down the IT industry’s
assessment of cloud security for businesses considering the use of cloud computing
platforms and focused on different categories of threat encountered in the in-house IT
function and cloud environments.

The following chapter which concludes this study assesses the impact of cloud
computing security on businesses operations.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion
4.1

Introduction

Chapter 4 presents the conclusion to this study, which aims to determine how safe it is
for businesses to utilise the services of cloud computing for their daily operations in
order to meet the needs of their customers, and ultimately, to achieve their business
objectives.

As discussed in Chapter 1, with the changes brought about by time and progress in IT,
businesses are almost forced to keep up. The manner in which businesses strive to
meet the needs of their customers changes overtime. For businesses relying mainly on
technology to serve their customers, keeping up with progress and changes in IT can be
an expensive exercise with great impact on profitability. In such instances, businesses
may consider alternatives to meet needs of customers economically while still achieving
their objectives. One of the alternatives that can be considered regarding the IT function
is cloud computing. Cloud computing was noted to have the following benefits:


Users are not tied to a single workstation as they can use any computer
anywhere in the world to conduct their daily activities;



Cloud computing allows collaborations for a group of people working on the
same project but located in different parts of the world;



Cloud computing allows organisations to focus on their core business and
innovation while using the latest, first class technology to conduct business and
serve the needs of customers;



Cloud computing allows scalability. Should more resources be required to handle
increased activities, more hardware can be added to improve system
performance and capacity; and



Cloud computing is cost-effective and allows flexibility of infrastructure.
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Alongside all the benefits that can be derived from utilising cloud computing, there are
also disadvantages. The main disadvantage noted in the cloud environment was
security which was discussed in Section 2.7 of Chapter 2.

The purpose of this study is to determine how secure it is for businesses to utilise the
services of cloud computing in their daily operations to meet the needs of their
customers, and ultimately, to achieve their business objectives. The research questions
were discussed in Section 1.3.2 and research objectives in Section 1.3.3 of Chapter 1.

In order to answer the research questions and meet the research objectives of this
study, a literature review was performed in Chapters 2 and 3. Chapter 2 focused on the
concept

of

cloud

computing,

its

definition,

characteristics,

advantages

and

disadvantages, deployment and delivery models as well as compliance with laws and
regulations. The impact of cloud computing on the security of business operations was
evaluated in Chapter 3.

4.2

Cloud computing and definition, explanation and understanding of this
concept

As part of the literature review, the following was covered in Chapter 2:


Definition of cloud computing;



Characteristics of cloud computing;



Delivery and deployment models;



Benefits and disadvantages of cloud computing; and



Compliance and regulations on data privacy versus security on the cloud.

Based on the content analysed, it was noted that there is a common understanding of
the characteristics, delivery and deployment models of cloud computing.
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Using cloud computing can present legal compliance complications. Different countries
have different sets of rules and laws with regard to protection of information, specifically
personal information. In South Africa, for example, organisations need to comply with
the new Protection of Personal Information Act of 2013. Businesses considering the use
of cloud computing services need to take into account applicable laws to ensure
compliance.

4.3

The impact of cloud computing on the security of business operations

Chapter 4 concludes on the last question which was raised in Chapter 1:


4.4

How safe is cloud computing for use by organisations in their daily operations?

How safe is cloud computing for use by organisations in their daily
operations?

According to Winkler (2011: 25), “despite concerns from many security professionals,
cloud computing isn’t innately secured. But the cloud model does force a movement
toward a more robust and capable foundation of security services. The mere act of
transition from legacy systems gives hope that we can regain control of the gaps and
issues that stem from poorly integrated or after-thought security”.

Taking everything in the preceding chapters into account, it can be concluded that cloud
computing does bring with it an increased level of security risk. This is as a result of
issues that are unique to the cloud environment. Businesses considering the use of
cloud services need to perform a thorough risk assessment to determine the level of risk
presented by this alternative. As part of the risk assessment, businesses should also
consider control measures that are currently in place to minimise or mitigate the risk.
The adequacy of these control measures should be assessed, not only prior to
migration, but also during the period in which cloud services are being utilised.
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An additional critical element which needs to be reviewed prior to utilising the cloud is
compliance. Businesses should consider all legal implications associated with cloud
computing.

4.5

Conclusion

In Chapter 3 it was noted that when utilising cloud computing, users do not
automatically transfer all security risk to the service provider. Although this remains a
shared task, cloud users carry the ultimate responsibility for security.

With all the security risks presented by the use of cloud computing, there are
nonetheless measures that can be adopted to mitigate or minimise security risk to
acceptable levels. Cloud users should consider these measures and assess their
adequacy in achieving the desired outcomes.

There are specific security issues which are unique to the cloud environment. However,
it was noted that some of these threats can also be found in a traditional IT
environment. This implies that mitigating measures may be similar across the two
environments. Security measures common for both the cloud and the traditional IT
environment include:


Security policies and procedures;



Firewalls;



Encryption and patch management;



Logical access controls;



Access logs;



Physical access controls; and



Back-up and disaster recovery plans.

It was noted that although these security measures are useful, security standards, as
discussed in Section 3.4, may be required to deal with risks specific to the cloud
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environment. Currently, there are no final security standards applicable to the cloud
environment. There are, however, general security standards such as those issued by
the ISO, for example, ISO 27000 which may be applied in the cloud environment. NIST
is currently focusing on the development of standards for the cloud environment,
including those on security. A draft document with the standards was published in 2013.
The purpose of this project is to support the NIST Cloud Computing Program.

In summary, some of the items covered by the NIST Cloud Computing Standards
Roadmap draft document include:


An overview of the cloud computing environment;



Cloud computing use cases;



Cloud computing standards;



Cloud computing standards mapping;



Analysing use cases to identify standard gaps; and



Priorities to fill cloud computing standards gaps.

In Chapter 3 in Section 3.5, it was noted that an independent evaluation of cloud service
activities and controls can be conducted to ensure security and compliance with
applicable laws. As part of the SLA or contractual agreement, cloud users should
ensure that there is a provision for the independent evaluation of controls and
compliance. This is critical in ensuring that the cloud service provider adheres to the
defined security parameters as part of the agreement. The evaluation is also important
in ensuring that the cloud service provider does not perform activities that will
compromise the compliance of the cloud user with applicable laws.

The study further evaluated past security incidents. It was noted that there have been
security breaches in the cloud; in one case attackers managed to obtain the credentials
of users whilst in another, attackers gained administrator access allowing them to
perform any activity. The security report by Alert Logic for 2012 was assessed in
Section 3.10.5. The key finding was that the cloud environment is as exposed to threat
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as the traditional IT environment, although it was noted that most attacks still occur in
the traditional environment.

For businesses considering the use of the cloud environment, performing a risk
assessment is important, as was discussed in Section 3.3. This allows businesses to
determine which risks should be prioritised based on their impact and likelihood and
which control measures should be put into place to minimise or mitigate such risks. As
part of a study performed by the Gartner research firm, cloud users need to evaluate the
following as part of risk assessment prior to migrating to the cloud:


Privileged user access;



Compliance;



Data location;



Data segregation;



Availability;



Recovery;



Investigative support; and



Viability.

In conclusion, by performing all the necessary checks and assessments, the cloud
computing environment may be seen as a viable and safe alternative for businesses to
utilise in their daily operations to meet the needs of their customers.
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